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Detection of a regulating valve closure failure during review of recorded
data after an automatic Reactor shut down

Short plant information of NPP Beznau-1:
PWR; W, 350 Mwe, 1 st commercial operation 1969,
backfitted by a bunkered 2nd level protection system NANO 1993
(includes 1 ECCS diverse safety train)

Narrative description of the event

After recognizing a leak in the oil system of the running main feedwater pump 1
during rated power operation of the plant the operator changed feedwater supply
manually to the stand-by pump 2. A short time later pump 2 was automatically
tripped by the signal "low oil pressure". Immediate reduction of the reactor power by
the operator was not succesful because the scram signal "low steam generator level
& mismatch of steam-/feedwater flow" occurred and scram was actuated.
In this plant a special operating feature, actuated by the scram signal, is imple-
mented to reduce steam release to atmosphere in case of scram. The signal "scram
& average primary Temperature > 287 °C" opens the feedwater regulating valves,
and later, if the average primary temperature decreases to < 287 °C, they reclose by
a redundant signal.
In the experienced event, after the scram actuation, in the steam generator A a
feedwater overfill occurred (see Fig.2). The overfill protection tripped the operating
feedwater pumps (main feedwater pump 3 and two auxiliary feedwater pumps). The
large injection of water produced an overcooling of the primary with isolation of the
volume control system outlet of the primary.
The operator repaired the defective oil coolers of the feedwater pumps and restarted
the plant. At that time, he had not recognized, that the plant response, which caused
the steam generator overfill, was wrong.
One day later, as all the recorded data were reviewed in more detail, it was found
that the closure time of the feedwater regulating valve to steam generator A was
much longer than designed (19 s instead 7 s). The operator requested an LCO for
continued operation in spite of the fact, that the closure time was not fixed in the
Techical specification.

Root Cause Discussion

In the course of a large backfitting project of the plant to implement a bunkered
second level protection system NANO, it was decided to reduce the closure time of
the feedwater regulating valves. This was also a response to the IRS 1270, which
found out, that the closure time influences the design pressure of the containment in
case of steam line break. The valves are operating with compressed air. They have
two main functions:
-operate by signals of the feedwater controller to maintain the steam generator level
during normal plant operation
-isolate steam generator by redundant safety signal (Safety injection signal, level 2
and overfill protection signals)



The air motor of the valves is designed for "fail close", the closure function is done
by spring force if air is released. The controller signal operates the valve by
regulating the air inlet pressure to the motor. Solenoid valves are used for isolation
of the compressed air inlet and for the release of air in case of safety closure
function.
The concept of decrease closure time included the installation of a second air
release solenoid, which only should release the air by the actuation signal. As
normally 3-way solenoid valves are used, one way has to be plugged (see Fig.3).

The root cause evaluation of the failure consisted of a large investigation program in
the refuelling outage. The operator found out that no failure existed in the electrical
actuation. It was detected, that the additional solenoid, which was installed only for
release purposes, was wrongly assembled. Therefore, the additional air release way
after redundant challenge wasn't open and the closure time was larger than
designed. The closure time was not tested after the modification, this means that the
quality assurance program must have been lacking.

It should be mentioned, that the whole backfitting program was a very large
project, implementing a lot of new safety features (independent safety train, level 2
protection system etc.). This was the reason why a strong quality assurance program
was in place during the whole backfitting of NANO. Normally, the start-up proce-
dures contained the acceptance criteria, which come from the system specifications.
Deviations from test to acceptance criteria were easy to detect. This was fully
realised for all new NANO systems. In the case of the feedwater regulating valves,
which were an "old" system, it seems, that they were not fully treated as new
systems, because the closure time wasn't included in the acceptance criteria.
Another reason for missing the acceptance criteria in the procedure could be that the
change of solenoids was initiated very late in the project and therefore the QA
requirements were bypassed.
Without acceptance criteria in the procedures, it was impossible to detect the failure
during tests, because they were performed by electricians, who were not familiar
with the safety functions of the components. It would be possible to detect such
failure during the test, if such work were supervised by personnel with knowledge of
the safety function of the components.
As action taken, the solenoids were installed correctly, and later the closure time
was verified by test.

Safety Assessment

The feedwater control valve is challenged to close by the following redundant
signals (safety signals):
-Safety injection signal (primary pressure too low, SG level too high)
-Level 2 protection signal (primary pressure too low, SG level too high) from the
bunkered system

The safety injection signal is the most important one because the closure time plays
an important role during analysis of the break of main steam line inside the contain-
ment (design pressure of containment). But since also the feedwater pumps are
tripped by the same safety actuation signal and two additional valves in series are
closed, the single failure criterion for "isolate feedwater injection" was still fulfilled.
For the containment isolation function, an additional check valve exists downstream
of the steam generator.



An OSART Mission on the plant criticized, in reference to this event, that the failure
was not detected before the plant restarted. In spite of the fact, that the plant was
backfitted by a new information system ANIS (compuierized plant information
system), it was not clear alarms or signals, which indicated the failure. The open and
the close position signals of the regulating valves were not available on the ANIS
system, they are only on the panel of the main control room. This will be changed by
backfitting these signals to the ANIS as a consequence of the event. On the other
hand the plant response, caused by the failure, was so unusual, that a failure
indication could be derived by the operator. Therefore, the scram review procedure
will also be investigated in more detail.

Lesson learned

As the closure time of the feedwater regulating valves (change of safety analysis as
consequence of IRS 1270) impacts strongly the safety analysis for some design
accidents (Steam line break, etc.), they should be fixed in the technical specification.
This was done as a consequence of the event.
In this case, missing acceptance criteria in the start-up procedures for the closure
time of the regulating valves (normally a rare criteria) led to the latent failure.
An alternative way to prevent or detect such failures could be the safety review,
which was performed for the plant at the same time. An important task of the safety
review is the confirmation of input data for safety analysis. If the confirmation would
be done by a comparison of real test data with input data, than the missing test
would be revealed because no validated value for the closure time of the valves
existed.
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